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QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

43051 22.50 102.50

43054 8.37 21.50 97.50

43057 8.37 21.50 97.50

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

44051 8.67 22.50 102.50

44054 8.37 21.50 97.50

44057 8.37 21.50 97.50

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

05500 8.67 22.50 102.50
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Designed specifically as a super premium base coat system to reduce the need for multiple finish coat applications of translucent colours such as bright
yellows, reds, burgundies, and other low hide top coat shades. When tinted to approved undershades or cross referenced base coat formulary, Foundation
Coat increases hiding performance and colour accuracy of low hide finish coats. Suitable for interior and exterior use on most new or unpainted surfaces.
(see surface prep.). May also be applied untinted as a premium white primer / undercoat.

FOUNDATION COAT

WHITE BASE

Formulated with the latest in new acrylic waterborne technology. High performance characteristics provide maximum durability with superior stain
resistance and washability. Excellent adhesion with smooth flow and leveling properties make Super Acrylic II the best choice where the durability of oil
base coatings were previously used. Ideal for use in institutional, commercial and residential applications including kitchens & bathrooms, woodwork, doors
and trim. Suitable for interior and exterior use. Non yellowing, fast dry and low odour.

SUPER ACRYLIC II SEMI GLOSS

Formulated with the latest in new acrylic waterborne technology. High performance characteristics provide maximum durability with superior stain
resistance and washability. Excellent adhesion with smooth flow and leveling properties make Super Acrylic II the best choice where the durability of oil
base coatings were previously used. Ideal for use in institutional, commercial and residential applications including kitchens & bathrooms, woodwork, doors
and trim. Suitable for interior and exterior use. Non yellowing, fast dry and low odour.

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

 HIGH PERFORMANCE CATEGORY

SUPER ACRYLIC II EGGSHELL

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

INTERIOR/EXTERIOR 
ACRYLIC LATEXBRAND



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

70653 8.97 24.35 114.25

70651 8.67 23.35 109.25

70654 8.67 23.35 109.25

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

70623 8.97 24.35 114.25

70621 8.67 23.35 109.25

70624 8.67 23.35 109.25

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

70603 8.97 24.35 114.25

70601 8.67 23.35 109.25

70604 8.67 23.35 109.25

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

70324 n/a 23.35 n/a

70329 n/a 23.35 n/a

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

INTERIOR/EXTERIOR 
ACRYLIC LATEXBRAND

WHITE BASE

 HIGH PERFORMANCE CATEGORY

ECOLOGIC WATERBORNE EGGSHELL

Rustex waterborne anti-corrosive primer inhibits rust and may be applied to properly prepared steel including ferrous and non-ferrous metals. Use as a direct-
to-metal primer for industrial, commercial, institutional or marine applications.

EcoLogic Architectural finishes are "High Performance" coatings specifically formulated to replace traditional alkyd base products in hospitals, schools, heavy
duty institutional and light industrial areas. They are especially ideal for areas of high humidity and traffic in home applications such as kitchens and
bathrooms. Suitable for interior and exterior use. EcoLogic coatings do not require a primer and will adhere to most non-porous substrates such as: alkyd
paint, clear coats, metals, glass, plastics, and tile. (ask a vendor representative for best surface preparation techniques)

EcoLogic Architectural finishes are "High Performance" coatings specifically formulated to replace traditional alkyd base products in hospitals, schools, heavy
duty institutional and light industrial areas. They are especially ideal for areas of high humidity and traffic in home applications such as kitchens and
bathrooms. Suitable for interior and exterior use. EcoLogic coatings do not require a primer and will adhere to most non-porous substrates such as: alkyd
paint, clear coats, metals, glass, plastics, and tile. (ask a vendor representative for best surface preparation techniques)

ECOLOGIC WATERBORNE SEMI GLOSS

ECOLOGIC WATERBORNE GLOSS

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

EcoLogic Architectural finishes are "High Performance" coatings specifically formulated to replace traditional alkyd base products in hospitals, schools, heavy
duty institutional and light industrial areas. They are especially ideal for areas of high humidity and traffic in home applications such as kitchens and
bathrooms. Suitable for interior and exterior use. EcoLogic coatings do not require a primer and will adhere to most non-porous substrates such as: alkyd
paint, clear coats, metals, glass, plastics, and tile. (ask a vendor representative for best surface preparation techniques)

2 of 37EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

GREY

RED OXIDE

ECOLOGIC RUSTEX D.T.M. PRIMER



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03123 7.19 15.89 69.45

03121 6.89 14.89 64.45

03124 6.89 14.89 64.45

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03240 7.49 16.89 74.45

03241 7.19 15.89 69.45

03244 7.19 15.89 69.45

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03243 n/a 17.50 77.50

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03823 7.89 17.89 79.45

03821 7.59 16.89 n/a

03824 7.59 16.89 n/a

WHITE BASE

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 3 of 37

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

INTERIOR LATEX

 PREMIUM "CORE ASSORTMENT" PRODUCTS

FLAT ACRYLIC LATEX

A premium interior wall finish for use on all interior walls including drywall, plaster, masonry, and primed wood. Rich, pearl like sheen provides a smooth,
even finish with a gloss level between eggshell and semi gloss. Excellent hiding and application characteristics include spatter resistance and good flow and
leveling properties. Good washability with mild soap and a soft cloth. Check with vendor representative if severe or frequent washing is required.

A premium interior wall finish for use on all interior walls including drywall, plaster, masonry, and primed wood. An ideal choice for masking the effects of
uneven light refraction on irregular surfaces such as textured or uneven walls and ceilings. Excellent hiding and application characteristics include spatter
resistance and good flow and level properties. Wash with mild soap and a soft cloth. Check with vendor representative if severe or frequent washing is
required. Best for use in low traffic areas.

SUPER EGGSHELL ACRYLIC LATEX

A premium interior wall finish for use on all interior walls including drywall, plaster, masonry, and primed wood. Rich, low sheen minimizes the
appearance of physical surface imperfections. Excellent hiding and application characteristics include spatter resistance and good flow and leveling
properties. Good washability with mild soap and a soft cloth. Check with vendor representative if severe or frequent washing is required.

HI HIDE EGGSHELL ACRYLIC LATEX

CLEAR BASE

BRAND

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

A premium interior wall finish for use on new construction or re-paint projects. Formulated with additional solids for increased hiding and opacity.
Features excellent touch up characteristics including spatter resistance and good flow and leveling application properties. Ideal for use on all interior walls
including drywall, plaster, masonry, and primed wood. Rich, low sheen minimizes the appearance of physical surface imperfections. Not recommended
where frequent or severe washing is required. Check with vendor representative where frequent or severe washing is required.

PEARL ACRYLIC LATEX

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

WHITE BASE



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

01123 7.49 16.89 74.45

01121 7.19 15.89 69.45

01124 7.19 15.89 69.45

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

72253 n/a 21.50 100.00

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

72223 n/a 21.50 100.00

BRAND

A super premium interior wall finish for use where better washability and stain resistance compared to conventional interior latex coatings is required.
Features superior flow and leveling application properties. Low odour, fast dry formula is ideal for use on all interior walls and trim including drywall, plaster,
masonry, and primed wood.

WHITE BASE

A premium interior finish for use on all interior walls including drywall, plaster, masonry, and primed wood. Durable semi gloss finish provides superior wear
including scuff and dirt resistance. An ideal choice for hallways, kids rooms, and other high traffic areas. Excellent hiding and application characteristics
include spatter resistance and good flow and leveling properties. Wash with mild soap and a soft cloth. Check with vendor representative if severe or
frequent washing is required.

WATERBORNE LOW SHEEN 100% ACRYLIC

A super premium interior wall finish for use where better washability and stain resistance compared to conventional interior latex coatings is required.
Features superior flow and leveling application properties. Low odour, fast dry formula is ideal for use on all interior walls and trim including drywall, plaster,
masonry, and primed wood.

WATERBORNE SEMI GLOSS 100% ACRYLIC

WHITE BASE

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 4 of 37

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

INTERIOR LATEX

 PREMIUM "CORE ASSORTMENT" PRODUCTS

SEMI GLOSS ACRYLIC LATEX



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

05250 5.89 13.49 57.45

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

05700 n/a 16.00 73.00

BRAND

A premium hi hide latex primer/sealer for use on new drywall, interior masonry surfaces, and to prime patching compounds used with wall repairs prior to
repainting. May be used under latex and oil base finish coats. Formulated to provide excellent sanding properties.

LATEX BLOCK FILLER

 PRIMER / UNDERCOATS

WHITE

A contractor/maintenance, interior/exterior, heavy bodied block filler designed to fill voids and reduce irregularities on new concrete block, pumice block
and other types of masonry. May be tinted up to 4 ounces of universal colorant per gallon.

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 5 of 37

WHITE BASE

INTERIOR LATEX

 PREMIUM "CORE ASSORTMENT" PRODUCTS

HI HIDE DRYWALL SEALER



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

13133 7.30 20.39 94.45

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

13113 7.30 20.39 94.45

13111 7.00 19.39 n/a

13114 7.00 19.39 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

15100 7.30 20.39 n/a

A premium alkyd (oil base) interior wall finish for use on all interior walls including drywall, plaster, masonry, and primed wood such as trim, moldings, and
doors. Superior hiding and application properties include excellent flow and leveling which are characteristics of oil base paints. Durable Semi Gloss sheen is
suited for high traffic areas plus primed wood furniture and cabinets. Provides excellent washability and stain resistance compared to conventional latex
paints. Wash with mild soap and a soft cloth.

A premium interior alkyd (oil base) primer/undercoat for use on new or previously painted woodwork including plywood and particle board. May also be used
as an intermediate coat when repainting. An intermediate alkyd undercoat is recommended where extensive wall repair using patching compounds is
necessary or the surface to be repainted is a glossy alkyd (oil base) finish. May be used under latex and oil base finish coats.

A premium alkyd (oil base) interior wall finish for use on all interior walls including drywall, plaster, masonry, and primed wood such as trim, moldings, and
doors. Superior hiding and application properties include excellent flow and leveling which are characteristics of oil base paints. Provides better washability
and stain resistance compared to conventional latex paints. Wash with mild soap and a soft cloth. Check with vendor representative if severe or frequent
washing is required.

SEMI GLOSS ALKYD (OIL BASE)

CLEAR BASE

DEEP BASE

WHITE BASE

INTERIOR ALKYD       
(OIL BASE)

 PREMIUM "CORE ASSORTMENT" PRODUCTS

EGGSHELL ALKYD (OIL BASE)

BRAND

WHITE BASE

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 6 of 37

ENAMEL UNDERCOAT ALKYD (OIL BASE)

 PRIMER / UNDERCOATS



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

02203 n/a 19.49 89.95

02201 n/a 18.49 84.95

02204 n/a 18.49 84.95

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

02007 7.89 20.89 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

02010 7.89 20.89 94.45

02011 7.59 17.89 77.45

02014 7.59 17.89 77.45

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

02123 7.89 20.89 94.45

02121 7.59 17.89 n/a

02124 7.59 17.89 n/a

CLEAR BASE

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

A super premium quality 100% acrylic latex exterior finish for use on stucco, masonry and primed wood. An ideal choice for aluminum and weathered vinyl
siding (dark colors are not recommended on vinyl siding as heat absorption can cause vinyl to ripple). May also be applied to exterior metal and galvanized
surfaces where proper surface preparation and applicable primers may be required. Check with vendor representative.

COVERCOAT SEMI GLOSS 100% ACRYLIC

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

A super premium 100% acrylic latex exterior finish for use on stucco, masonry and primed wood where a semi gloss sheen is desired. Also suitable for
aluminum and weathered vinyl siding. (dark colors are not recommended on vinyl siding as heat absorption can cause vinyl to ripple). May also be applied to
exterior metal and galvanized surfaces where proper surface preparation and applicable primers may be required. Check with vendor representative.

A premium latex exterior finish for use on stucco, masonry and primed wood. An ideal choice for masking the effects of uneven light refraction on irregular
surfaces such as concrete “tilt up” construction and all exterior textured substrates. Provides a rich even finish with excellent hiding properties. May also be
applied to exterior metal and galvanized surfaces where proper surface preparation and applicable primers may be required. Check with vendor
representative. 

COVERCOAT INT/EXT SATIN BLACK

A super premium quality 100% acrylic latex finish for use on all interior /exterior surfaces including drywall, plaster, masonary, and suitably primed wood. Not
recommended for use on vinyl siding as high heat absorption of dark colors can cause vinyl to ripple. May also be applied to exterior metal and galvanized
surfaces where proper surface preparation and applicable primers may be required. Check with vendor representative.   

COVERCOAT SATIN 100% ACRYLIC

CLEAR BASE

BLACK

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 7 of 37

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

EXTERIOR ACRYLIC 
LATEXBRAND

 PREMIUM "CORE ASSORTMENT" PRODUCTS

COVERCOAT FLAT



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

05130 8.39 21.00 100.00

BRAND

 PREMIUM "CORE ASSORTMENT" PRODUCTS

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 8 of 37

A premium exterior acrylic latex primer/undercoat for use on new or previously painted woodwork and siding. Formulated to prevent staining and tannin
bleeding on painted woods such as Redwood and Cedar. Provides excellent adhesion to moderately chalky surfaces. May also be used to seal stucco and
masonry and to prime galvanized metal. Also suitable for interior applications.

WHITE

EXTERIOR ACRYLIC 

LATEX

 PRIMER / UNDERCOATS

INT/EXT LATEX STAIN BLOCKING PRIMER



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

12103 7.59 20.89 94.45

12101 7.29 19.89 n/a

12104 7.29 19..89 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

11183 7.79 21.50

11181 7.49 20.50 n/a

11184 7.49 20.50 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

15130 7.67 19.89 91.95

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

15203 n/a 18.89 n/a

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 9 of 37

COVERCOAT FLAT ALKYD

INT/EXT ALKYD WOOD PRIMER ACCENT BASE

A premium quality, general purpose interior/exterior enamel undercoat for use under all Cloverdale architectural finishes. This product provides good sealing,
bridging and sanding properties along with high hiding and positive through dry. This product should be tinted to 1/2 the formula of the finished coat color,
up to 8 oz. of Universal Colorant. While primarily intended for use on interior or exterior woodwork, trim, mouldings, plywood, doors or other wood
substrate, it may also be used on interior drywall as a higher performance sealer where maximum hold-out is required.

A premium alkyd (oil base) exterior House & Trim Paint for use on all exterior wood surfaces. Not recommended on Decks. Superior hiding and application
properties including excellent flow and leveling which are characteristic of oil base paints. Oil base paints are better suited to reduce tannin staining on new
wood, and may also be applied to exterior metal where proper surface preparation and applicable primers may be required. Check with vendor
representative.

A premium exterior alkyd (oil base) primer for use on new or previously painted woodwork and siding including plywood, particle boards, oriented strand
board , and dimensional lumber. Formulated to prevent staining and tannin bleeding on painted woods such as Redwood and Cedar. Also recommended as an
intermediate coat when repainting a glossy oil paint with a latex topcoat. May be used under both latex and oil base paints. 

COVERCOAT SEMI GLOSS ALKYD

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

EXTERIOR ALKYD       
(OIL BASE)BRAND

 PREMIUM "CORE ASSORTMENT" PRODUCTS

A premium alkyd (oil base) exterior House & Trim Paint for use on all exterior wood surfaces. Not recommended on Decks. Superior hiding and application
properties including excellent flow and leveling which are characteristic of oil base paints. Oil base paints are better suited to reduce tannin staining on new
wood, and may also be applied to exterior metal where proper surface preparation and applicable primers may be required. Check with vendor
representative

OIL BASE STAIN BLOCKING WOOD PRIMER

 PRIMER / UNDERCOATS

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03620 8.67 21.50 n/a

03621 8.37 20.50 n/a

03624 8.37 20.50 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03650 8.67 21.50 n/a

03651 8.37 20.50 n/a

03654 8.37 20.50 n/a

Formulated with the latest in new acrylic technology. Provides maximum durability with superior stain resistance and washability. Excellent for areas subject
to moisture and high humidity. Superior adhesion with smooth flow and leveling properties make Kitchen & Bath the best choice where the durability of oil
base coatings were previously used. Adheres to previously painted oil finishes. May also be used on woodwork, doors and trim. Non yellowing, fast dry and low
odour.

Formulated with the latest in new acrylic technology. Provides maximum durability with superior stain resistance and washability. Excellent for areas subject
to moisture and high humidity. Superior adhesion with smooth flow and leveling properties make Kitchen & Bath the best choice where the durability of oil
base coatings were previously used. Adheres to previously painted oil finishes. May also be used on woodwork, doors and trim. Non yellowing, fast dry and low
odour.

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

KITCHEN & BATH INTERIOR

WHITE BASE

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 10 of 37

 SPECIALTY "TARGET MARKET" PRODUCTS

KITCHEN & BATH 100% ACRYLIC EGGSHELL

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

KITCHEN & BATH 100% ACRYLIC SEMI GLOSS



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

13453 8.67 21.50 n/a

13451 8.37 20.50 n/a

MELAMINE INTERIOR

WHITE BASE

 SPECIALTY "TARGET MARKET" PRODUCTS

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 11 of 37

A urethane reinforced alkyd, low lustre enamel specifically formulated for use on cabinets, furniture, woodwork, trim & composite substrates. Provides stain
and mildew resistance. Excellent application characteristics allow for superior flow and leveling which results in a smooth, durable melamine like finish.

 MELAMINE ALKYD / URETHANE - LOW LUSTRE

DEEP BASE



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03360 n/a 10.46 44.80

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

13300 n/a 18.69 84.49

CEILING FINISHES INTERIOR

A flat latex emulsion designed for previously painted textured ceilings or new and previously painted smooth ceilings where a dead flat sheen is required with
high light reflection. Formulated to provide non drip properties along with excellent hiding when dry. Note: some textured ceilings may experience
substantial texture material loss when painted with a roller or bursh. Flat alkyd paint is recommended if this occurs. Ceiling latex is not recommended for
loose styrofoam type textured ceilings or where washability is required.

LOW ODOUR ALKYD CEILING PAINT

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 12 of 37

A low odour, alkyd flat coating designed to restore stained or water damaged texture and tile ceilings. Spray or roll, covers in one coat. Will not "smooth out"
or dissolve ceiling textures. Stain blocking formula is ideal for professional commercial use or for applying a "fresh new look" to residential ceilings.

 SPECIALTY "TARGET MARKET" PRODUCTS

PREMIUM LATEX FLAT CEILING PAINT



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

02480 7.97 20.00 n/a

02401 7.67 19.00 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

12480 8.13 21.00 n/a

12401 7.83 20.00 n/a

LIGHT GREY

DEEP BASE

PORCH & FLOOR INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

 SPECIALTY "TARGET MARKET" PRODUCTS

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 13 of 37

PORCH & FLOOR ACRYLIC

LIGHT GREY

DEEP BASE

A premium interior/exterior 100% acrylic latex floor enamel for use on steps, concrete, and wood floors. Ideal for painting basement and utility room floors,
concrete patios, and porches. Low odour, fast dry formula is suited for household or light industrial uses. Eggshell type sheen provides moderate non-skid
surface characteristics. Not recommended for garage floors or heavy industrial use. Where additional slip resistance is required, a particle aggregate may be
added to the coating. Check with vendor representative for recommendations. 

PORCH & FLOOR ALKYD URETHANE

A premium interior/exterior alkyd urethane floor enamel for use on steps, concrete, and wood floors. Ideal for painting basement and utility room floors and
porches. Durable gloss sheen provides scuff resistance and a high degree of light reflectance. Best suited for household or light industrial uses. Not
recommended for garage floors or heavy industrial use. Where additional slip resistance is required, a particle aggregate may be added to the coating. Check
with vendor representative for recommendations. 



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

02280 n/a 20.00 n/a

02270 n/a 19.00 n/a

DECK COATING

GREY

TINTING BASE

EXTERIOR ACRYLIC 
LATEX

 SPECIALTY "TARGET MARKET" PRODUCTS

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 14 of 37

ACRYLIC HIGH BUILD DECK COATING

ACRYLIC DECK COATING

Acrylic Deck Paint is a water based, weather proof, hard wearing paint designed specifically for plywood or concrete decks, patios, balconies, floors and
walkways. This 100% acrylic formulation is a high build coating that has extremely good weather and water resistance as well as application characteristics. It
may be applied easily with a roller or brush and dries quickly. It is available in grey and a wide range of custom tints. This product can also be used on
railings, fascias and other trim areas around the deck. Not recommended for use on lumber decks (2x4’s) that are in close proximity to the ground.



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

11103 8.35 22.88 102.68

11101 8.05 19.74 97.68

11104 8.05 19.74 97.68

11107 8.35 22.88 n/a

11108 n/a 24.97 n/a

11128 n/a 24.97 n/a

11147 8.35 22.88 n/a

11157 n/a 24.97 n/a

11187 n/a 24.97 n/a

11197 n/a 24.97 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

15107 8.35 22.88 n/a

MARINE ENAMEL

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

INTERIOR/EXTERIOR 
ALKYD (OIL BASE)

 SPECIALTY "TARGET MARKET" PRODUCTS

MARINE RUST RESISTANT ALKYD GLOSS

CLEAR BASE

 PRIMER / UNDERCOATS

A premium interior/exterior polyurethane modified gloss enamel. Provides superior durability and rust resistance on primed metal in marine and light
industrial environments. Suited for House & Trim applications such as shutters, fascia, and doors where a high gloss finish is desired. May also be applied to
properly prepared fiberglass. Check with vendor representative.

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 15 of 37

Rustex is a rust inhibitive, red iron oxide, phenolic modified, alkyd primer with excellent adhesion on properly prepared metal surfaces. Use Rustex where
resistance to corrosion is required in mild to moderate corrosive environments. Rustex can be applied by brush or roller on interior and exterior surfaces. Use
on prepared metal surfaces, such as structural steel, tanks, machinery, automotive, in metal fabricating shops, mines and petro chemical industry. Ideally
suited for touch-up or spot priming corroded galvanized surfaces. May be top coated with latex or alkyd paints or Industrial and Marine enamels.

MARINE RUSTEX METAL 
PRIMER

MARINE ENAMEL RUSTEX PRIMER

RED OXIDE

COLOURS

BRIGHT RED

DARK GREEN

INTERNATIONAL 

ORANGE

FLAT BLACK

SAFETY YELLOW

NATIONAL BLUE

GLOSS BLACK



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

90763 n/a

90762 n/a n/a

90761 n/a n/a

90764 n/a n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

90753 n/a

90752 n/a n/a

90751 n/a n/a

90754 n/a n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

90723 n/a

90722 n/a n/a

90721 n/a n/a

90724 n/a n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

90700 n/a

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 16 of 37

A low VOC, low odour paint designed to significantly reduce odour and polluting vapours released into the air which can be harmful or irritating to the user
or occupants of the area being painted. Horizon has no residual smell making it perfect for applicaitons where odour is a problem such as baby's rooms, kids
rooms, or for others sensitive to paint smell such as seniors, in nursing homes, hospitals and health care facilities, public buildings and offices. Horizon has
anti-microbial agents to provide protection against bacteria, mold and mildew. Horizon products are Green Seal® certified and qualify automatically for
LEED™ credit points.

WHITE BASE

NEUTRAL BASE

LOW ODOUR / LOW VOC DRYWALL SEALER

MID TONE

DEEP BASE

WHITE BASE

MID TONE

A low VOC, low odour paint designed to significantly reduce odour and polluting vapours released into the air which can be harmful or irritating to the user
or occupants of the area being painted. Horizon has no residual smell making it perfect for applicaitons where odour is a problem such as baby's rooms, kids
rooms, or for others sensitive to paint smell such as seniors, in nursing homes, hospitals and health care facilities, public buildings and offices. Horizon has
anti-microbial agents to provide protection against bacteria, mold and mildew. Horizon products are Green Seal® certified and qualify automatically for
LEED™ credit points.

DEEP BASE

INTERIOR

WHITE BASE

LOW ODOUR / LOW VOC FLAT

COATING

SPECIALTY "TARGET MARKET" PRODUCTS

A low VOC, low odour paint designed to significantly reduce odour and polluting vapours released into the air which can be harmful or irritating to the user
or occupants of the area being painted. Horizon has no residual smell making it perfect for applicaitons where odour is a problem such as baby's rooms, kids
rooms, or for others sensitive to paint smell such as seniors, in nursing homes, hospitals and health care facilities, public buildings and offices. Horizon has
anti-microbial agents to provide protection against bacteria, mold and mildew. Horizon products are Green Seal® certified and qualify automatically for
LEED™ credit points.

NEUTRAL BASE
A low VOC, low odour paint designed to significantly reduce odour and polluting vapours released into the air which can be harmful or irritating to the user
or occupants of the area being painted. Horizon has no residual smell making it perfect for applicaitons where odour is a problem such as baby's rooms, kids
rooms, or for others sensitive to paint smell such as seniors, in nursing homes, hospitals and health care facilities, public buildings and offices. Horizon has
anti-microbial agents to provide protection against bacteria, mold and mildew. Horizon products are Green Seal® certified and qualify automatically for
LEED™ credit points.

LOW ODOUR / LOW VOC EGGSHELL

NEUTRAL BASE

LOW ODOUR / LOW VOC SEMI GLOSS

WHITE BASE

MID TONE

DEEP BASE



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

16803 n/a 15.48 73.85

16801 n/a 13.48 63.49

16804 n/a 13.48 63.49

16829 n/a 15.48 n/a

16827 n/a 15.48 n/a

16877 n/a 15.48 n/a

16839 n/a 15.48 n/a

16865 n/a 15.48 n/a

16859 n/a 15.48 n/a

16863 n/a 15.48 n/a

16103 n/a 15.48 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

06803 n/a 15.48 73.85

06801 n/a 13.48 63.49

06804 n/a 13.48 63.49

06829 n/a 15.48 n/a

06827 n/a 15.48 n/a

06877 n/a 15.48 n/a

06839 n/a 15.48 n/a

06865 n/a 15.48 n/a

06859 n/a 15.48 n/a

06863 n/a 15.48 n/a

HI HIDE WHITE

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 17 of 37

EXTERIOR

 STAIN & WOOD CARE PRODUCTS

BRAND

A premium quality, self-priming, highly pigmented alkyd stain that provides a solid color appearance without obliteration of the natural texture of the
wood. The penetrating oil base formula strengthens and conditions wood fibres, while providing long lasting water repellant protection. Available in
standard premixed colors and tint bases which can be tinted to a wide range of popular colors.

EXTERIOR SOLID HIDE OIL STAIN

FOREST GREEN

NAVAJO RED

CAPE COD GREY

OXFORD BROWN

CHOCOLATE

RUSSETT

CEDAR

COLOURS

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

EXTERIOR SOLID HIDE ACRYLIC STAIN

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

COLOURS

OXFORD BROWN

CHOCOLATE

RUSSETT

A premium quality, high hiding, acrylic latex stain that is ideally suited for siding, fencing, trim and all other types of vertical wood surfaces. The acrylic
(water base) formula has excellent adhesion to previously stained or painted surfaces and can be used on new or unfinished wood. This product is highly
resistant to fading and provides long lasting, durable protection while enhancing wood's natural texture. Available in standard premixed colors and tint
bases which can be tinted to a wide range of popular colors.

CEDAR

FOREST GREEN

NAVAJO RED

CAPE COD GREY



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

06303 n/a 17.89 n/a

06301 n/a 14.49 n/a

06304 n/a 14.49 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

16600 n/a 14.49 n/a

16617 n/a 15.79 n/a

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 18 of 37

A premium quality solid hide deck stain that is ideally suited for wood decks, railings and patio furniture. The 100% acrylic (water base) formula resists
scuffmarks from furniture and foot traffic while providing long lasting, fade resistant protection for new and previously painted wood. This product inhibits
mold, mildew and fungus growth on the dry film while enhancing the wood's natural texture. Available in tint bases which can be tinted to a wide range of
popular colors.

DEEP BASE

DEEP BASE

EXTERIOR SEMI TRANSPARENT OIL SIDING & DECK STAIN

A premium quality linseed oil modified semi-transparent stain that provides a decorative and protective finish which allows the natural wood grain and
texture to show through. This product is ideal for enhancing the "natural look" of unfinished or previously stained siding, fencing, lattice, decks, patios,
outdoor furniture and other vertical and horizontal surfaces, by accenting the wood's natural grain and texture.

CLEAR BASE

NATURAL CEDAR

EXTERIOR

WHITE BASE

 STAIN & WOOD CARE PRODUCTS

EXTERIOR ACRYLIC SOLID HIDE DECK STAIN

BRAND



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

43304 8.14 21.14 n/a

43314 8.14 21.14 n/a

43324 8.14 21.14 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

42314 13.05 39.39 196.95

42324 13.05 39.39 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

41147 n/a n/a 84.69

An interior waterborne, acrylic urethane varnish with excellent non-yellowing and gloss retention properties. This product features excellent hardness,
adhesion, durability and wear resistance in a low odor formulation and a crystal clear finish that is available in a High Gloss and Satin sheens. Ideally suited as
a protective finish to all interior woodwork, furniture and properly prepared floors. This product is non-flammable and resistant to hot and cold water,
household chemicals and alcohol.

HIGH GLOSS

MIRALITE GYM FLOOR FINISH

LOW LUSTRE

SATIN

 STAIN & WOOD CARE PRODUCTS

INTERIOR LIQUID PLASTIC URETHANE

SEALERS,CLEARCOATS

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 19 of 38

A urethane reinforced alkyd with a transparent, amber toned finish that protects wood surfaces. Provides a durable mar, stain, and chip resistant finish. It is
ideally suited for use on furniture, paneling, trim, floors and over stained wood. It is available in Gloss, Satin, and Low Lustre finishes. The Gloss finish
contains an ultra-violet light absorber for added durability on exterior surfaces. Satin and Low Lustre finishes are not intended for exterior use. Not
recommended for use over lacquer sanding sealer, shellac, or stains containing stearates.

INTERIOR WATERBORNE ACRYLIC VARNISH

SATIN

GLOSS INT/EXT

A tough phenolic modified clear gloss floor varnish with excellent resistance to mild acids, detergents, alcohol, water and abrasion. This product is
specifically formulated for use on wood gymnasium floors. May also be used for furniture, cabinets and other millwork.



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

43174 12.09 35.89 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

16204 price 14.49 n/a

Super Spar Varnish is a transparent, amber coloured alkyd high gloss varnish specially formulated for use in harsh marine and exterior environments. It
contains an ultra-violet light absorber for extended life. It is ideally suited for use on wood surfaces such as doors, trim, boat railings, exterior furniture,
spars, and boat decks.

SEALERS,CLEARCOATS INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 20 of 37

GLOSS

 STAIN & WOOD CARE PRODUCTS

TIMBERLOX SUPER SPAR VARNISH

A tough phenolic modified clear gloss floor varnish with excellent resistance to mild acids, detergents, alcohol, water and abrasion. This product is
specifically formulated for use on wood gymnasium floors. May also be used for furniture, cabinets and other millwork.

INTERIOR WOOD FINISHING WIPING STAIN



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

43617 n/a 15.79 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

45114 7.49 19.49 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

42114 7.49 19.49 n/a

SEALERS,CLEARCOATS INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

Timberlox Natural Oil Wood Finish is a penetrating water repellent finish which provides long lasting exterior durability while enhancing the natural look of
woods such as redwood, cedar, and pine. This product inhibits mildew and fungus growth and acts as an effective screen against harmful ultraviolet rays which
damage wood fibres. This exterior stain which can also be used on interior applications leaves wood surfaces with the "natural look" by enhancing the wood's
natural grain and texture. 

Alkyd Sanding Sealer is a clear, shellac substitute that penetrates porous wood surfaces, dries quickly and sands easily. It can be used on any interior wood,
millwork, paneling, furniture, doors or trim prior to varnishing. It can also be used as a sealer on fire damaged areas or as a knot sealer as well as a base sealer
for clear polyurethane or alkyd varnishes.

TIMBERLOX ACRYLIC SANDING SEALER

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 21 of 37

 STAIN & WOOD CARE PRODUCTS

TIMBERLOX NATURAL WOOD FINISH

A fast dry, low odour, clear sealer designed as a first coat on unfinished interior wood work prior to applying waterborne clear coats. Provides an easy to sand
base coat which prevents uneven penetration of stains or varnishes and urethanes to ensure even colouration and sheen

TIMBERLOX ALKYD SANDING SEALER



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

43606 12.09 30.49 144.95

An exterior wood sealer / finish coat  ideal for use on entry and garage doors, hot tub surrounds, wood trim, and railings. May also be used on wood siding and 
log homes where the moisture content is less than 20%. Formulated with a flexible alkyd resin and transparent iron oxide pigments to give outstanding
resistance to peeling, cracking, weathering, and ultra violet light. It contains an organic fungicide to resist mildew and micro-crystalline waxes to provide the
water repellency characteristics. Not intended for use on decks or wood substrates with continuous water immersion. 

SATIN

 STAIN & WOOD CARE PRODUCTS

SUNFAST EXTERIOR WOOD FINISH

EXTERIORHIGH PERFORMANCE EXTERIOR WOOD CARE

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 22 of 37



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

72301 n/a 19.89 89.45

72303 n/a 17.89 79.45

72304 n/a 17.89 79.45

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

16301 n/a 19.89 89.45

16303 n/a 17.89 79.45

16304 n/a 17.89 79.45

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 23 of 37

STAIN & WOOD CARE PRODUCTS

100% ACRYLIC SOLID HIDE STAIN

CLEAR BASE

NEW BRAND WARRANTY 

PROGRAM LABEL TBA

15-year warranty. Our best exterior oil base stain. Formulated with the latest alkyd technology. Additional volume solids and mold & mildew resistant
additives make this an ideal choice for vertical wood siding, wood composites, shingles, trim and fascia. Alkyd/ oil formula provides deep penetration and
resists wood discolouration and staining due to tannin bleed. Best suited for new or unfinished exterior wood.

15-year warranty. Our best exterior acrylic stain. Formulated with the latest acrylic technology. Additional volume solids and mold & mildew resistant
additives prove this to be an ideal choice for vertical wood or fibre-cement siding, wood composites, shingles, trim and fascia. Superior hiding and adhesion
properties. Not recommended for decks.

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

ALKYD/OIL SOLD HIDE STAIN

EXTERIOR WOOD STAIN

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

EXTERIOR WARRRANTY 

PROGRAM

NEW BRAND WARRANTY 

PROGRAM LABEL TBA

CLOVERDALE PAINT HIGH PERFORMANCE



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03760 n/a 13.89 61.95

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03250 n/a 14.89 66.95

03251 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

01120 n/a 15.89 71.95

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 24 of 37

 PRO CONTRACTOR/VALUE  BRAND

FLAT INTERIOR PROFESSIONAL LATEX

A professional interior latex wall finish for use on all interior walls including drywall plaster, masonry, and primed wood. Flat finish provides maximum hiding
and minimizes light refraction of irregular surfaces such as masonry and textured walls and ceilings. Formulated to provide a combination of the best quality
characteristics at a value price. Ideally suited for commercial work where formal Industry quality approvals are required. Not recommended for surfaces
requiring washing. Check with vendor representative if washing is required for areas to be painted.

A professional interior latex wall finish for use on all interior walls including drywall, plaster, masonry, and primed wood. Semi gloss sheen provides improved
washability and scuff resistance to flat and eggshell finishes. Formulated to provide a combination of the best quality characteristics at a value price. Ideally
suited for commercial work where formal Industry quality approvals are required. When washing, use mild soap and a soft cloth or sponge. Check with vendor
representative if severe or frequent washing is required.

INTERIOR

WHITE BASE

BRAND

EGGSHELL INTERIOR PROFESSIONAL LATEX

A professional interior latex wall finish for use on all interior walls including drywall, plaster, masonry, and primed wood. Rich, low sheen minimizes the
appearance of physical surface imperfections. Formulated to provide a combination of the best quality characteristics at a value price. Ideally suited for
commercial work where Industry quality approvals are required. Wash surface with mild soap and a soft cloth. Check with vendor representative if severe or
frequent washing is required.

SEMI GLOSS INTERIOR PROFESSIONAL LATEX

WHITE BASE

DEEP BASE

WHITE BASE



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

13163 n/a 17.89 81.95

A professional interior low odour alkyd (oil base) wall finish for use on all interior walls and ceilings including drywall, plaster, masonry, and primed wood.
Rich, flat finish reduces the appearance of physical surface imperfections. Ideally suited for textured walls and ceilings. Oil base formula provides stain
blocking characteristics on ceilings with minor smoke or water discolouration. Use a stain blocking primer where more severe stain discolouration is present.
Ideally suited for commercial work where formal Industry quality approvals are required. Finish may be washed with mild soap and soft cloth or sponge.
Check with vendor representative if severe or frequent washing is required.

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 25 of 37

INTERIOR

WHITE BASE

BRAND

 PRO CONTRACTOR/VALUE  BRAND

FLAT LOW ODOUR INTERIOR ALKYD



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

02109 n/a 16.89 76.95

BRAND

 PRO CONTRACTOR/VALUE  BRAND

EXTERIOR

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 26 of 37

A professional exterior latex finish for use on stucco, masonry and primed wood. An ideal choice for masking the effects of uneven light refraction on
irregular surfaces such as concrete “tilt up” construction and all exterior textured substrates. Formulated to provide a combination of the best quality
characteristics at a value price. Ideally suited for commercial work where formal Industry quality approvals are required. Provides a rich even finish with
excellent hiding properties. May also be applied to exterior metal and galvanized surfaces where proper surface preparation and applicable primers may be
required. Check with vendor representative .

WHITE BASE

FLAT EXTERIOR PROFESSIONAL LATEX



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

05720 n/a 10.39 46.00

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

05740 n/a n/a 54.80

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

15200 n/a 16.89 76.95

A professional interior latex drywall primer / undercoat for use on new drywall, interior masonry surfaces, and to prime patching compounds used with wall
repairs prior to repainting. Best suited for use under latex and acrylic finish coats. Formulated to provide a combination of good hiding and sanding
characteristics at a value price.

WHITE

 BLOCK FILLER INT/EXT PROFESSIONAL LATEX

INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

WHITE

 PRIMER / UNDERCOATS

BRAND

 PRO CONTRACTOR/VALUE  BRAND

LATEX DRYWALL PRIMER

27 of 37

WHITE

A general purpose, low odour interior/exterior alkyd (oil base) primer for use on new or previously painted woodwork and siding. May also be used as an
intermediate coat when repainting. An intermediate alkyd undercoat is recommended where extensive wall repair using patching compounds is necessary or
the surface to be repainted is a glossy alkyd (oil base) finish. May be used under latex and oil base finish coats.

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006

A heavy bodied, interior/exterior latex undercoat designed to fill voids and smooth irregularities on new concrete block and other masonry surfaces. Helps
reduce the porosity and seal masonry surfaces prior to painting. Reduces the penetration of finish coats providing for less paint consumption and an even
sheen.

UNDERCOAT INT/EXT PROFESSIONAL ALKYD



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

20150 n/a 21.89 101.95

20152 n/a 20.89 96.95

20153 n/a 20.89 96.95

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 28 of 37

PROFESSIONAL/SPECIALTY USE PRODUCTS

ELASTOMERIC COATINGS EXTERIOR

 

TOWERTHON ELASTOMERIC

Towerthon is a high solids elastomeric coating formulated for use on masonary, concrete, wood, vinyl and aluminum siding, and properly primed metal and
new wood surfaces. Towerthon's excellent elongation properties make it the coating of choice for hairline or 'spider web' cracked surfaces. It moves with the
building, expanding and contracting to maintain a waterproof barrier. Towerthon dries to an attractive satin sheen, and is available in brilliant white and
custom colours.

WHITE BASE

ULTRA DEEP BASE

CLEAR BASE

TOWERTHON 

ELASTOMERIC



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

05138 n/a n/a 61.89

05153 MTO n/a n/a 85.89

05135 MTO n/a n/a 85.89

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

13183 n/a n/a 75.89

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03750 n/a n/a 36.89

03755 n/a n/a 36.89

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 29 of 37

LATEX DRYFALL CEILING PAINT FLAT

EGGSHELL           
SPECIAL ORDER ONLY

SEMI GLOSS    SPECIAL

ORDER ONLY

Q.D. TEXTURE UNDERCOAT

Quick Dry Latex Texture Undercoat is a quick drying, high build product designed as an undercoat for use on new textured drywall ceilings and walls. This
product has very high hiding properties and provides an excellent base for the application of texture material.

Latex Dryfall Ceiling Paint is a water-based pure acrylic latex for use on ceilings of commercial or industrial buildings. A standard flat sheen is stocked while
an eggshell and semi gloss finish are available on special order. This product has excellent light reflectance, contains a flash rust inhibitor and adheres very
well to most surfaces. During normal conditions, over-spray which has fallen more than 10 feet can be swept up easily. Approved by the Master Painter's
Institute under category #118. 

FLAT

PROFESSIONAL/SPECIALTY USE PRODUCTS

INTERIORDRYFALL CEILING PAINTS/TEXTURE UNDERCOATS

ALKYD DRYFALL CEILING PAINT FLAT

Alkyd Dryfall Flat is a flat enamel for spray application to high interior ceilings. This product dries extremely quickly to allow easy cleanup of over spray dust.
This is a pure white product with a high light reflectance value that can be tinted with up to 4 ounces of colourant per gallon. Approved by the Master
Painter's Institute under category #55.

WHITE

WHITE

TONED



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

15940 n/a 27.49

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

15910 n/a 22.89

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

05910 8.97 22.89

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

15930 n/a 19.49

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 30 of 37

Cementitious Alyd Primer is a combination linseed oil/cementitious primer with high build, good sag resistance and excellent adhesion. This product is
specially formulated for use on zinc plated steel to not become brittle and flake like other alkyd-type primers. Approved by the Master Painter's Institute
under category #26.

CEMENTITIOUS PRIMER

WHITE

Smoke Stop Shellac Based Primer is a fast drying sealer formulated with alcohol soluble resin which provides excellent sealing properties against the most
difficult bleeding problems. It is designed especially to be used over smoke damaged areas, sealing out the stains and acting as a primer at the same time.

An interior/exterior waterborne acrylic speed primer with excellent adhesion and lower odour than other quick drying primers for hard, non porous surfaces.
This product features high hiding properties and is ideal where drastic colour change is required. Approved by the Master Painters Institute under category
#17.

SPEED PRIMER ALKYD QUICK DRY

Speed Primer Alkyd Quick Dry is a fast drying, interior/exterior phenolic alkyd primer with excellent adhesion properties for use where speed of re-coating is
important. Excellent flexibility, resistance to lifting on re-coat and sanding properties. This product has excellent adhesion properties to non-ferrous metals
such as galvanize and aluminum. Approved by the Master Painter's Institute under category #69.

SPEED PRIMER ACRYLIC QUICK DRY

WHITE

PRIMERS/SEALERS/UNDERCOATS INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

WHITE

PROFESSIONAL/SPECIALTY USE PRODUCTS

SMOKE STOP SHELLAC BASE STAIN BLOCKING PRIMER

WHITE



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

43700 n/a 12.89 56.95

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

45110 n/a 16.89 76.89

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

CLEAR 45100 n/a n/a

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006 31 of 37

PRIMERS/SEALERS/UNDERCOATS EXTERIOR

CLEAR

Clear Concrete Glaze is a solvent based acrylic penetrating sealer for concrete, brick, exposed aggregate, tile, terrazzo, mortar and masonry block.The film is 
very clear, non-yellowing, non-lifting and is suitable for interior or exterior exposure. Gives the coated substrate a "wet look". Approved by the Master
Painter's Institute under category #34 & #104.

PROFESSIONAL/SPECIALTY USE PRODUCTS

AQUA SEAL

SILICONE SEALER

AquaSeal Clear Acrylic Water Repellent is a premium quality all purpose clear waterborne acrylic waterproofing sealer that penetrates dry, porous materials
such as wood, masonry and stucco establishing a moisture barrier to keep water out. AquaSeal contains UV absorbers. This product meets the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) national volatile organic compound emission standards for architectural coatings. Approved by the Master Painter's
Institute under category #99.

CLEAR

SILOXY SEAL

SILOXY SEAL

Siloxy Seal is a clear, acrylic siloxane, non-paintable solvent-based sealer for application to bare concrete and masonry surfaces. Siloxy Seal will penetrate 
into the substrate to strengthen and provide a high degree of water repellence combined with oil, grease and dirt resistance. Siloxy Seal will guard against 
premature spalling of concrete and provide resistance to de-icing salts, mild alkali and acids. This product is approved by the Master Painters Institute under 
category # 117.

CONCRETE SEALER

CONCRETE SEALER 25% SOLIDS



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

70256 n/a 14.39 64.49

70257 n/a 14.39 64.49

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

70246 n/a n/a 79.49

70247 n/a n/a 79.49

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

70254 n/a 18.89 86.95

70252 n/a 18.89 86.95

ZONE/TRAFFIC MARKING PAINTS EXTERIOR

WHITE

PROFESSIONAL/SPECIALTY USE PRODUCTS

ALKYD TRAFFIC/ZONE MARKING PAINT

ZONE MARKING
YELLOW

Alkyd Traffic/Zone Marking Paint is a non-bleeding, fast drying, highly pigmented, alkyd based paint. Provides a highly reflective, durable finish. This product
can also be used with an overlay of reflectorized glass beads. Approved by the Master Painter's Institute under category #32.

Latex Traffic/Zone Marking Paint is a very fast drying, waterborne acrylic traffic paint designed for high build applications to horizontal surfaces. This product
features excellent through dry at elevated humidities (90-95%) combined with high reflectance values. It is lead and chromate-free and formulated to meet
CGSB-1.219 requirements. Approved by the Master Painter's Institute under category #97. 

TRAFFIC MARKING

An extremely quick dry alkyd traffic marking paint designed for use on streets, highways, parking lots and floor lines where speed of dry allows traffic almost
immediately over the painted surface without the need for coning painted lines.

LATEX MARKING

LATEX TRAFFIC/ZONE MARKING PAINT

(Special Order)

YELLOW

WHITE

ALKYD TRAFFIC MARKING PAINT (NON-CONING)
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WHITE

YELLOW



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

39111 n/a n/a 57.89

39140 n/a n/a 57.89

39121 n/a MTO MTO

39127 n/a MTO MTO

39129 n/a MTO MTO

DEALER/PROMO BUY PRODUCTS

Barn & Shingle paint is a premium quality alkyd product designed for application to wooden shingles and wooden structures such as barns, granaries, silos and
garages.

BARN & SHINGLE PAINT ALKYD (OIL BASE) GLOSS

LIPSTICK RED

BRAZIL GREEN

BLACK

SPECIAL ORDER

BARN & SHINGLE PAINT
WHITE

BARN/HOG & DAIRY PAINT EXTERIOR
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WESTERN RED



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

18100 n/a n/a 75.89

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

09100 n/a n/a 85.49

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

9200 n/a n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

9300 n/a n/a
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ALKYD GLOSS DAIRY ENAMEL

HOG AND DAIRY ENAMEL

ACRYLIC HI GLOSS HOG & DAIRY ENAMEL

Non-Yellowing Acrylic Hog & Dairy Hi Gloss Enamel uses a new 100% acrylic resin that incorporates internal cross linking similar to the polymerization process
in alkyd coating. It is a durable, non-yellowing 100% Acrylic latex, that is resistant to mildew. It is high hiding, flash rust resistant, has excellent adhesion and
is very easy to clean up with water. This product is designed for any interior area that is prone to mildew growth due to warm, damp, humid conditions. For
use where Canadian Food Inspection agency approved products are required for use in registered establishments.

Alkyd Gloss Dairy Enamel is a durable, high hiding, mildew and fungus resistant product which is specifically designed for any interior area that is prone to
mildew growth due to warm, damp, humid conditions. This product may be used on any interior primed or previously painted surface and is suitable for use in
daries, hog barns, meat processing plants, breweries and walk-in coolers. For use where Canadian Food Inspection agency approved products are required for
use in registered establishments.

Super Acrylic Gloss Dairy Enamel uses a new 100% acrylic resin that incorporates internal cross linking similar to the polymerization process in alkyd coating. It 
is a durable, non-yellowing 100% Acrylic latex, that is resistant to mildew. It is high hiding, flash rust resistant, has excellent adhesion and is very easy to
clean up with water. This product is designed for any interior area that is prone to mildew growth due to warm, damp, humid conditions. For use where
Canadian Food Inspection agency approved products are required for use in registered establishments.

BARN/HOG & DAIRY PAINT INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

WHITE

DEALER/PROMO BUY PRODUCTS

HOG AND DAIRY ENAMEL

ACRYLIC GLOSS HOG & DAIRY ENAMEL

HOG AND DAIRY ENAMEL

HOG AND DAIRY ENAMEL

SUPER ACRYLIC GLOSS HOG & DAIRY ENAMEL

WHITE

WHITE

NON YELLOWING

WHITE

Acrylic Gloss Dairy Enamel is a durable, non-yellowing 100% acrylic latex, that is resistant to mildew. It is high hiding, flash rust resistant, has excellent
adhesion and is easy to clean up with water. This product is designed for any interior area that is prone to mildew growth due to warm, damp, and humid
conditions. This product may be used on any interior primed or previously painted surface and is suitable for use in dairies, hog barns, meat processing plants,
breweries and walk-in coolers. For use where Canadian Food Inspection agency approved products are required for use in registered establishments.



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

05403 n/a 8.39 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03390 n/a 8.89 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

03203 n/a 11.89 n/a

QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

WHITE 01130 n/a 11.89 n/a
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 SEASONAL DEALER/PROMO BUY PRODUCTS

DRYWALL PRIMER LATEX SEALER

ECONOMY LATEX

An economical interior latex paint for general purpose use. Low odour, fast dry. Best suited for interior walls. Not recommended for high traffic areas or
where frequent washing is required.

An economical interior latex undercoat for general purpose use. Best suited where low sheen latex topcoats are to be used.

An economical interior latex paint for general purpose use. Low odour, fast dry. Best suited for interior walls. Not recommended for high traffic areas or
where frequent washing is required.

FLAT LATEX INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

WHITE

 SPECIAL ORDER - AUTHORIZED DEALERS ONLY

ECONOMY SEALER

ECONOMY LATEX

An economical interior/exterior flat latex paint for general purpose use. Not recommended for high traffic areas or where frequent washing is required.

ECONOMY LATEX

EGGSHELL INTERIOR  LATEX

WHITE

WHITE

SEMI GLOSS INTERIOR  LATEX



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

16705 n/a 9.89 n/a

16707 n/a 9.89 n/a

16709 n/a 9.89 n/a

16711 n/a 9.89 n/a

16703 n/a 9.89 n/a

MAHOGANY RED

PEWTER GREY
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EXTERIOR

TUDOR BROWN

An economical solid hide oil base stain. Excellent hiding characteristics with a penetrating oil/alkyd base formula. Best suited for fences, farm and out
buildings.

 SEASONAL DEALER/PROMO BUY PRODUCTS

PROMOTIONAL SOLID HIDE STAIN ALKYD (OIL BASE)

CHESTNUT BROWN

WHITE

 SPECIAL ORDER - AUTHORIZED DEALERS ONLY



QUARTS GALLONS PAILS

AXN 80110 n/a n/a

B 80112 n/a n/a

C 80114 n/a n/a

D 80116 n/a n/a

E 80118 n/a n/a

F 80120 n/a n/a

I 80122 n/a n/a

KX 80124 n/a n/a

L 80126 n/a n/a

M 80128 n/a n/a

S 80130 n/a n/a

T 80134 n/a n/a

DEALER TINTING 

YELLOW

LAMP BLACK

YELLOW OXIDE
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UNIVERSAL COLOURANT TINT SYSTEM

RAW UMBER

MAGENTA

MEDIUM YELLOW

DURABLE RED

TINTING COLOURANT

TITANIUM WHITE

EFFECTIVE DATE: Jan/2006

THALO GREEN

THALO BLUE

RED OXIDE

BROWN OXIDE
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